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A couple’s trip detours to an overnight stay where an owner

with a knack for woodwork accepts unorthodox payments.



FADE IN:

EXT. HIGHWAY - NIGHT

As we fade in, a Volkswagen Beetle hums as it comes into

frame. The shot widens while the car cruises down a long

stretch of highway. Old pine trees line the road. The sun

begins to set.

INT. VW BEETLE - NIGHT

The passenger, JANET, 24 yrs old, takes a sip of her soda,

uses the sleeve of her gray hooded-jacket to wipe her mouth,

then turns down the radio.

JANET

We are getting low.

She shakes the can mockingly.

DAVID, her husband, 26, smirks then snatches the can from

Janet and takes the last sip of the soda. She stares blankly

at his attempt to be funny.

DAVID

And it’s getting late. Wanna find a

place for the night and re-stock?

JANET

Yeah, we should. Jerk.

(points to an upcoming sign)

"Old Pine Retreat, Exit Now"

DAVID

(shrugs)

Might as well.

EXT. HIGHWAY - NIGHT

The Beetle whizzes past a wooden campsite sign and turns off

the exit of the highway. The shot stays static as the car

passes us.

Their taillights are seen in the distance, a slight breeze

pushes the vegetation from the faded sign. The words:

"CLOSED PERMANENTLY" can be seen before the wind subsides,

the leaves covers the warning once again.
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EXT. TOLL ROAD - NIGHT

The Beetle bounces down an unkempt road. The sun has finally

set and the road is devoid of streetlights. The only light

that can be seen is from a lone toll booth further down the

road.

The Beetle slowly comes to a stop at the booth.

INT. VW BEETLE - NIGHT

JANET

I doubt anyone is working right

now, David. Just drive through.

DAVID

There might be a ticket machine or

something, though. It’s a like a

park toll.

EXT. TOLL ROAD - NIGHT

David steps out of the car and looks around, his debit card

in hand. The lamppost begins to flicker. It is very

difficult to see.

He walks up to the tollbooth. The lights are also out

inside. He calls back to Janet,

DAVID

Janet, I think you are right, no

one’s here, and there’s a "cash

only sign" in the wind-

(looks closer)

Oh shit, hold on.

David sees a silhouette of a person in the dark tollbooth.

He walks up to the window with his debit card,

DAVID

Hey man, working late, huh?

There is a strange pause and David knocks on the window,

DAVID

Hey, buddy?

David takes out his phone and shines his light through the

window. A perfectly carved, wooden teller with his hand

extended stands on the other side of the glass. David takes

a quick step back,
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DAVID

(surprised)

Woah, what?

David calls back to Janet,

DAVID

Babe! Come look at this!

Janet sticks her head through the window of the car,

JANET

Come on David, I don’t care. Hurry

up and grab the ticket.

VOICE (O.S.)

No tickets, but I see you met my

stand-in already,

An OLD MAN, mid 60’s, with a southern accent, approaches the

tollbooth from down the road. He’s simply dressed with a red

plaid flannel, worn-out jeans, and old brown boots, and

dawns a graying beard.

DAVID

Uhh, yeah. Fooled me for an actual

person for a second.

OLD MAN

I hear that a lot! It’s something

about the way old pine looks after

being worked. I built everything

here by hand, the booth, the rest

of the camp, even my old stand-in

here.

DAVID

You made all of this?

OLD MAN

Yep. Woodworker by trade, and I

already lived out here so why not

build extra cabins for people

passin’ through.

DAVID

Well, you definitely have a knack

for it, sir.

OLD MAN

Ehh, I wouldn’t say that. More like

a lot of time on my hands, and a

bunch of ol’ pine trees.
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The Old Man gestures to a small piece a wood and a carving

knife in his hand,

OLD MAN

Whittlin’s an aimless distraction,

and shit, the pine has a life of

it’s own. The way it moves, the way

the bark bleeds when you cut into

it. It practically does the work

for me.

The Old Man takes a whiff of the piece of pine he was

whittling, places it on the counter behind them with a THUD.

It is a small, carved figurine of a man.

OLD MAN

Nothing better than the smell of a

fresh cut.

David shifts uncomfortably, but nods in agreement.

DAVID

So..how much do we owe you? I

didn’t want to drive past without

doing the right thing. And if you

have a room available that’d be

great.

OLD MAN

Oh, that’s right! The toll. With

the new bypass not many people come

through here so every penny counts

ya know. I ’preciate your business.

Five bucks gets you in and out, ’n

I’ll do 40 for y’all and you can

stay the night in one of my cabins.

DAVID

Alright, cool. We’ll definitely

take the room. Here you go,

David begins to hand the Old Man his debit card,

OLD MAN

Sorry son, it’s ol’ fashioned

payments ’round here.

DAVID

Oh. We only have a card.
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OLD MAN

Y’know what, just head up to the

cabins. It’s getting late, y’all

will pay tomorrow.

The Old Man hands David a key to one of the cabins down the

road at the campsite.

DAVID

Great. I appreciate it. Have a good

night.

The Old man nods and begins to collect the money from the

locked toll box on the outside of the toll booth.

David gets in his car,

INT. VW BEETLE - NIGHT

JANET

He’s a weird man, but seems nice.

DAVID

You see how he sniffed the wood?

Fucking weird.

JANET

Hey, that’s his thing. And I can

deal with his creepiness since he’s

letting us stay before paying for

the room.

EXT. CAMPSITE PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Gravel CRUNCHES beneath the Beetle’s tires as it parks in

front of the cabins. There are dim lampposts and houselights

lining the campsite.

Off in the distance the couple sees more wooden figures like

the tollbooth worker assorted around the quaint campsite. A

small wooden family carved out of several pine stumps

sitting around a wooden campfire, and a wooden man standing

at a charcoal grill. All with smiles on their faces. By the

ice machine, another wooden figure, a small boy holding a

bucket as if he is going to get ice.

JANET

Look babe, there’s more of those

wooden people. That’s like this

place’s Mickey Mouse or something.
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DAVID

It’s pretty weird, but that’s some

talent for sure.

David pulls suitcases from the trunk while Janet walks to

their door.

A CABIN GUEST quickly walks from his cabin to his car with

his assorted belongings in hand. The items are jammed into

bags, barely organized and unable to zip, as if in a rush.

He slightly stumbles off the curb and drops some of his

belongings.

Janet rushes to help him.

JANET

Here, let me help you.

Janet hands the Cabin Guest some loose clothing that fell

from his bag.

CABIN GUEST

(uneasy)

Hey, uhh, thanks.

He snatches the clothes from her and stuffs them in his bag,

and calls back to his family,

CABIN GUEST

Hey guys, let’s go. I know it’s

late, but we need to get on the

road if we want to get out of here.

JANET

The cabin’s that bad?

CABIN GUEST

(jittery)

Uhh, they aren’t terrible, it’s

just this place is weird. I don’t

know. It’s been two days and I just

want to get my family somewhere

less in the middle of the woods so

we can get a good night’s sleep,

you know? Those statues always seem

like they are watching you. Might

even be able to leave before the

old man gets back and cranks up his

saws. He works every night.

(over shoulder)

Honey! Get the kids, come on!

David walks up to Janet and nods to the other guests as he

passes them.
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JANET

(quizzically)

Alright, well, drive safe then.

The Cabin Guest and his family finish frantically packing up

their car.

DAVID

What was up with that guy?

JANET

He said he and his family are

creeped out by the wood people..

Come on, man.

They chuckle, and walk to their room, Janet unlocks the

cabin door and they enter for the night.

INT. CABIN ROOM - NIGHT

We hear the muffled WHINING of a chainsaw coming from

outside of the cabin.

David jolts awake in bed.

Janet rolls over and places a pillow over her head.

JANET

That guy wasn’t kidding, was he?

David groans, gets up and heads to the door.

JANET

Where are you going?

DAVID

I just want to see what’s going on.

David opens the door and peers his head out of the cabin,

EXT. CAMPSITE PARKING LOT - NIGHT

David looks down the sidewalk toward the main office.

The Cabin Guest’s car is still in the parking lot.

It’s a pitch dark night, the only light in the parking lot

is from the main office.

As David takes a step out of the cabin the chainsaw sound

stops instantly.
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DAVID

(confused)

I guess he’s just working.

David goes back inside.

In the edge of the light, we see the silhouette of a man’s

back holding a dripping chainsaw walking back to the toll

road.

INT. CABIN ROOM - DAY

It’s early in the morning, Janet makes coffee and David sits

on the edge of the bed looking at an old paper map.

Both are exhausted.

DAVID

Looks like the old man wasn’t

lying. The road we came in on used

to be the only stop for the highway

until they made the new bypass.

That sucks.

Janet walks over with a cup of coffee for David. She glances

at the map,

JANET

Makes sense why he was really

wanting us to stay.

DAVID

Maybe. You know, that family we

talked to yesterday ended up

staying too. I saw their car in the

parking lot last night.

JANET

There probably weren’t any hotels

open at that hour. You should go

find an ATM and get some cash for

the owner. There’s probably

something in the main office.

DAVID

Alright.

David takes another sip from his coffee cup, grabs his

wallet and walks out of the cabin.
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EXT. CAMPSITE PARKING LOT - DAY

The morning sun shines through the pine trees and into

David’s eyes. He winces, then turns to walk toward the main

office.

A car slowly idles through the parking lot toward the exit

to the toll road. The sun reflecting off its windows.

A disheveled bag gets knocked loose from the luggage rack

and falls behind the moving car.

David rushes over and bangs on the car’s trunk.

DAVID

Hey! You dropped a bag!

The car does not stop.

He runs around to the driver’s side and raps his knuckles on

the window.

DAVID

Hey, man! Stop!

There is no response. The car’s occupants continue to

blankly stare forward.

David realizes that it is the family from the night before.

The family is now made of wood much like the rest of the

figures in the campgrounds. The husband clutches the

steering wheel as pine sap oozes from his carved eyes.

The wife is positioned as if to apply makeup in the mirror,

their two children playing motionlessly in the back seat.

David stumbles backward in shock.

DAVID

(horrified)

Oh my God, they look just like

them!

David looks around the rest of the campsite. The wooden

figures assorted throughout the camp are seen quite visibly

during the day. Each figure looks as if frozen in time and

happy as can be, all staring in the direction of David and

Janet’s cabin.

David looks visibly pale and sick.
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He takes a quick side step toward the office to find the

owner and slips on the loose gravel in the parking lot.

A small whittling knife, hidden in the gravel, stabs

David’s right arm as he crashes onto the ground.

David screams in pain,

DAVID

Ah! Son of a bitch!

He pulls the knife from his forearm and covers the deep

wound with his left hand, the blood rolling down his arm

like pine sap.

He struggles to his feet and runs toward the office.

On the window of the office door a sign reads, "At The Toll

Booth,"

David wipes a thick layer of saw dust off the glass window

on the door with his right hand, still covering the wound

with his left, and peers inside. The contents of the office

are covered in more sawdust, as if they haven’t been truly

used in years.

He rushes back to their cabin. He can’t turn the knob very

easily. The door is jammed.

David kicks at the door,

DAVID

Janet! Open up! I’m bleeding, we

need to get out of here!

From behind the door we hear the familiar WHINE of the

chainsaw.

David panics, takes a step back, and slams his left shoulder

into the door causing the wood frame to shatter.

INT. CABIN ROOM - DAY

David rushes into the room,

DAVID

Janet!

Janet’s back is to David at kitchen sink and the water is

running.

His eyes frantically dash back and forth looking for the

where the sound of the chainsaw came from.
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He looks visibly perplexed.

DAVID

Janet! Fuck the dishes. We need to

leave. Now!

He moves toward the kitchen, puts his hand on her shoulder

and pulls back quickly. She is now a wooden figure grasping

a sudsy coffee pot and sponge.

David stumbles backward completely shocked. Her likeness is

perfect in the wood sculpture.

DAVID

(traumatized)

Oh my God. Oh my God.

He turns around quickly and runs out of the cabin.

EXT. CAMPSITE PARKING LOT - DAY

David runs to his car, slamming the door as he gets in.

He peels out of the parking, gravel gets thrown about the

campsite.

EXT. TOLL ROAD - DAY

David speeds toward the tollbooth. Along the road more

wooden figures are seen in various positions. He could not

see them in the dark the night before. Some figures are

pretending to hike, or fish near a pond. As he nears the

tollbooth, the statues are merely staring in his direction,

crooked smiles across their faces.

His car’s old brakes SCREECH to a halt in front of the

tollbooth and he gets out of his car.

INT. TOLLBOOTH - DAY

Two rugged hands are carving a chunk of old pine. The Old

Man has his feet propped up on the desk, he is relaxing and

working on his whittling.

DAVID (O.S.)

Hey you, motherfucker!
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EXT. TOLL ROAD - DAY

David runs up to the window and hits it with the palm of his

left hand.

DAVID

What did you do with my wife, you

piece of shit? This better be a

joke or, or, Hey!

David hits the glass a second time,

DAVID

Listen to me, old man. I’m talking

to you!

The Old Man slowly looks up,

OLD MAN

Oh, sorry, son. I was distracted

with my whittling. What seems to be

the problem?

DAVID

My wife is a fucking statue! I

don’t care that you have a hobby,

but where the fuck is she?

The Old Man smiles, sighs, and sits up slowly looking dead

set into David’s eyes.

OLD MAN

I told you y’all would pay the toll

in the morn’, didn’t I?

He lets out a slow, menacing laugh, clutching the whittled

wooden figurine in his hand, then slams it on the counter in

front of David. It THUDS against the pine counter.

It’s a small wooden figure of Janet, perfectly envisioned in

old pine.

FADE OUT:

THE END


